Strain Relief of Heteroepitaxial bcc-Fe(001) Films
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The strain relief of heteroepitaxial bcc-Fe(001) films, deposited at 520–570 K onto MgO(001), has been investigated by scanning tunneling microscopy. In accordance with real-time stress measurements, the tensile misfit strain is relieved during coalescence of flat, mainly 2–3 monolayers (ML) high Fe islands at the high thickness of ~20 ML. To accommodate the misfit between merging strain-relaxed islands, a network of \( \frac{1}{2}[111] \) screw dislocations is formed. A strong barrier for dislocation glide—which is typical for bcc metals—is most likely responsible for the big delay in strain relief of Fe/MgO(001), since only the elastic energy of the uppermost layer(s) is available for the formation of an energy-costly intermediate layer.
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The relaxation of strain is an important and often crucial issue in heteroepitaxy, where strain values of a few percent are quite common due to lattice mismatch between film and substrate. Strain of that order corresponds to huge stress, which typically exceeds the tensile strength of the bulk phase by at least one order of magnitude. Therefore mismatch strain jeopardizes the structural stability of the films and thus the reliable operation of devices. During film growth, mismatch strain typically is relaxed after deposition of one or a few pseudomorphic atomic layers, by one of the two mechanisms: (a) Formation of dislocation-free 3D islands on top of a continuous wetting layer [1–3] via Stranski-Krastanow growth [4]. This mechanism received considerable attention in semiconductor heteroepitaxy, because it offers a means to fabricate self-organized quantum dot arrays for optoelectronics; examples are Ge/Si(001) [1], InAs/GaAs(001) [5], or PbSe/PbEuTe(001) [6]. (b) Alternatively, misfit dislocations may be inserted directly into the pseudomorphic film [7–9], i.e., without nucleating 3D islands, as observed for InAs/GaAs(001) [10], PbTe/PbSe(001) [11], or Ni/Cu(001) [12]. When atomic rows are inserted or omitted already in the first atomic layer (i.e., directly at the interface)—as found for Cu/Ru(0001) [13,14], Ni/Re(0001) [15], or Ag/Pt(111) [16]—it is more appropriate to speak of commensurate growth as the films themselves do not contain dislocations. It should be emphasized, however, that also the strain of larger Stranski-Krastanow [17,18] or Volmer-Weber [19] islands ultimately is relieved by misfit dislocations.

So far the vast majority of investigations on strain relief deal with epitaxial films belonging to the fcc crystal class, whereas the strain relaxation of bcc films is less well understood. A major difference between fcc and bcc arises from the different symmetry of the shortest translation vectors and hence the shortest Burgers vectors for perfect dislocations: it is twofold for the fcc \((a/2)(110)\) vector and threefold for the bcc \((a/2)(111)\) vector. Since the dislocation cores in bcc are farther spread out, the Peierls energy is increased, and accordingly also the activation barrier for dislocation glide. This explains, e.g., the low mobility of \((a/2)(111)\) screw dislocations in plastic deformation of bcc bulk materials [20] and may govern also nucleation and glide of dislocations in bcc films.

Here we report on the strain relief of bcc-Fe(001) films deposited onto MgO(001)—a heteroepitaxial system that is extraordinary in several respects: (i) Fe/MgO(001) is one of the few metal on insulator systems that grows layer by layer at certain conditions as predicted by theory [21] and verified experimentally [22–24]. In that context it has become a model system for the investigation of magnetic [21,24,25] and transport properties [26] of ultrathin metal films. (ii) Thickness dependent stress measurements revealed that the tensile misfit strain (3.5%) is not relieved before a thickness of 2–3 nm (15–20 atom layers) is reached (cf. Fig. 1). This thickness indeed is rather high and exceeds significantly the critical layer thickness at which strain relief by misfit dislocations becomes energetically favorable (0.85 and 1.25 nm ac-

![FIG. 1. Film forces (i.e., integral forces in films of unit width) as a function of the mean film thickness measured in real time during the deposition of Fe onto MgO(001) at 520 K.](image-url)
according to the formulas of Refs. [7,8], respectively).

(iii) Since Fe grows in its bcc modification on a substrate that is fcc, the transmission of dislocations from the film to the substrate and/or vice versa is suppressed. Therefore Fe/MgO(001) is an ideal system to study the mechanisms of strain relief in a bcc film itself. Our in situ STM (scanning tunneling microscopy) results identify the merging of 2–3 monolayer thin islands on top of a 2–3 nm thick continuous Fe layer as the predominant mechanism for strain relaxation, in the course of which a network of screw dislocations is formed.

The experiments were performed in a UHV chamber (base pressure <10^{-10} mbar) equipped with an Omicron UHV-STM. Prior to mounting into the UHV chamber the MgO(001) substrates [27] were baked for about 10 h at 1300 K in a stream of oxygen at atmospheric pressure; to prevent desorption of oxygen they were only shortly degassed in UHV at 520–570 K before the film deposition. Fe was evaporated from a rod heated by a tungsten filament at a deposition rate of 0.008 ± 0.001 nm/s. The pressure during deposition was better than 1 × 10^{-9} mbar. After preparation the samples were cooled to room temperature and transferred to the STM.

To facilitate the further discussion, the stress behavior of Fe/MgO(001) prepared at 520 K is illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown previously [23], the film stress (σ) at the beginning of deposition is dominated by the misfit of 3.5%. Accordingly, the film forces (F/σ = wt with w and t denoting film width and thickness, respectively) increase nearly linearly with the film thickness. The initial slope corresponds to tensile stress of about 6.8 GPa in good agreement with the maximum misfit stress at 520 K (6.8 GPa, indicated by dashed line). At a thickness of 2–3 nm the slope of the force curve decreases, indicating relaxation processes that suppress the further transmittance of misfit strain. Notice, however, that the tensile force component built up initially is conserved up to high thicknesses (>100 nm; see Ref. [23]), thus pointing to a strongly stressed Fe layer at the interface.

Our STM study indeed reveals continuous Fe films above thicknesses of 1.3 nm; at lower thickness steps of the insulating substrate inhibit long-range conductivity necessary for STM investigations. Figure 2(a) displays an STM top view image of a 7.5 nm thick Fe film deposited at 570 K onto MgO(001). According to Fig. 1, at this thickness the Fe film is in a stage where the relief of misfit strain is in progress. Interestingly, the entire film surface is patterned by a dense array of square islands with heights of about 1 nm (cf. line scan) which sit on top of a 6 nm thick continuous layer; each island contains at least one, frequently two (right- and left-handed), screw dislocations. Inset: 180 × 180 nm² zoom displaying the screw dislocations in more detail; bias voltage UT = 80 mV; tunneling current IT = 1 nA. (b) 36 × 26 nm² STM image of a 5 nm Fe film deposited at 520 K illustrating the formation of screw dislocations (arrow) during island coalescence; for details see text; UT = 250 mV; IT = 0.35 nA. (c) Respective 19 × 12 nm² STM image showing an island with borders raised by ~0.03 nm because of lattice contraction (cf. Fig. 3); single scan is along dashed line in the top view; UT = 250 mV; IT = 0.35 nA.

In Fig. 3 we sketch a realistic mechanism for the insertion of screw dislocations into a growing (001) film. The bottom layer in Fig. 3, illustrated by dark spheres, represents the uppermost (001) plane of the bi-axially expanded continuous Fe layer (~6 nm thick). For reasons of presentation we increased the misfit of the sphere model to ~11%, i.e., requiring an additional row every nine rows for complete relief of the misfit strain. For comparison, in Fe/MgO(001) with a misfit of 3.5% insertion of an additional row every 29 lattice distances (~9 nm) is sufficient. The two 2D islands in Fig. 3—growing on top of the strained (001) plane—have relaxed
FIG. 3 (color online). Sphere model (top view) illustrating the mechanism for strain relaxation in Fe/MgO(001): The bottom layer (dark spheres) represents the uppermost (001) plane of the expanded and thus highly strained continuous Fe(001) layer. For reasons of presentation the misfit is increased to ~11% in the sphere model, i.e., requiring an additional row every nine rows for complete strain relief. Upon coalescence of the two strain-relaxed 2D islands (bright spheres) a screw dislocation is formed in the contact region (for details see text).

the strain. Because of the reduced lattice spacing, only the atoms in the center of the square upper island of Fig. 3 sit in the fourfold hollow sites of the bcc lattice (indicated by H). Atoms near the step edges are shifted to energetically less favorable bridge sites (B) as well as to on top sites in the four corners (T). In the lower part of Fig. 3 there is a second 2D island which is coalescing with the upper island. At the contact region atoms of the lower island (marked by 2) have moved beneath the edge and the corner atoms of the upper island (marked by 1), thus pushing them upwards onto top sites of the bcc lattice. Because of the strain relaxation in the lower island, a reversed situation is observed farther to the left in Fig. 3, where atoms of the square island lie underneath (i.e., 1 below 2’). A closer look reveals that the restructuring of the contact region has led to two screw dislocations with \((a/2)(111)\) Burgers vectors, suggesting that island coalescence may provide a natural way to insert screw dislocations in Fe/MgO(001).

That island coalescence indeed plays a crucial role in the formation of screw dislocations is supported by the STM image of Fig. 2(b). It shows a 5 nm thick Fe film on MgO(001), deposited at the lower temperature of 520 K. Because of the reduced surface diffusion at 520 K the island shapes are less regular and therefore still contain information of the island coalescence. The island marked by the arrow—being only one example out of many—has emerged from coalescence of two smaller islands. In agreement with the model of Fig. 3 two screw dislocations have formed, with their cores lying in the boundary region. Notice also the island of Fig. 2(c) with borders that are raised by ~0.03 nm, thus indicating lattice contraction as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Further insight is obtained from the energetics of strain relief and dislocation formation. The elastic energy density \(E_{el}\) of a Fe(001) film strained biaxially by misfit \(\varepsilon_{MF}\) is given by

\[
E_{el} = \frac{(C_{11} - C_{12})(C_{11} + 2C_{12})}{C_{11}} \varepsilon_{MF}
\]

with \(C_{ij}\) being the elastic constants. For an unrelaxed \(10 \times 10 \text{ nm}^2\) sized 2D Fe island a strain energy of 22.3 eV is calculated (18.2 meV/atom). To estimate the energy of an extended screw dislocation line with Burgers vector \(b\) we use the common expression for the energy per \(b\) [28]:

\[
E_{disl} = E_c(r_c) + \frac{Kb^3}{4\pi} \ln\left(\frac{R}{r_c}\right) + A(d_i).\]

The first term in Eq. (2), \(E_c(r_c)\), is the energy of the dislocation core. It is nowadays calculated by molecular dynamics or \textit{ab initio} methods, since close to the core, i.e., \(r < r_c\), the lattice is severely distorted by the dislocation and a continuum description fails. The second term describes the elastic energy of the dislocation outside of the core with \(K\) and \(R\) being the corresponding shear modulus and an upper cutoff length, respectively. The term \(A(d_i)\) accounts for the long-range elastic interactions between different dislocations at distance \(d_i\). With \(b = \sqrt{3}/2a_{Fe}\) (\(a_{Fe} = 0.287\) nm), \(K = 70\) GPa, \(R = 10\) nm, and inserting a typical value for \(r_c = 2b\), the elastic energy is calculated to 1.6 eV/b. Typical values for the core energy \(E_c\) lie between 1.25–2.5 eV/b [29,30], for \(A(d_i)\) values of \(-0.5\) eV/b are obtained [29]. In total, we estimate the energy of a screw dislocation in Fe/MgO(001) per (001) monolayer (ML) to be about 1–2 eV. With two screw dislocations formed per island, the energy cost of dislocations therefore is by far overcompensated by the gain in elastic energy due to the strain relief.

Because of this large gain in energy, the growth and stability of a highly strained continuous Fe(001) layer at the interface are—at first sight—quite surprising. As revealed by our real-time stress measurements (see Fig. 1), the high tensile misfit strain of 3.5% is transmitted up to an unusually large thickness of about 20 ML, thus pointing to a strong kinetic barrier for the insertion of dislocations. Moreover, the strain of this layer is not relieved upon further growth, thus indicating a strong barrier for dislocation glide. We note that the existence of this highly strained interface layer is further corroborated by our unsuccessful attempts to prepare thin samples for cross-sectional TEM (transmission electron microscopy). In spite of many years of experience in TEM sample preparation and particularly with Ag/MgO(001) [31], we find a large number of microcracks to be injected...
into the substrate upon etch thinning most likely due to the huge residual stress in the Fe film.

According to the model of Fig. 3, strain relief in the 2D islands proceeds by lattice contraction and eventually insertion of two additional atomic rows along [100] and [010], respectively. This means that finally two orthogonal misfit dislocations are formed with respect to the strained Fe(001) lattice. The misfit between merging islands, on the other hand, is accommodated by screw dislocations. As illustrated in Fig. 3, strain relief leads to serious atomic distortions in a relaxed 2D layer growing atop the strained (001) plane. Hardly any atom is occupying the energetically most favorable fourfold hollow sites of the bcc lattice; the majority of atoms are decisively displaced and even shifted to less favorable bridge and on top sites. The energy of such a distorted intermediate layer, which ultimately separates strained from relaxed Fe, is certainly very large, even in comparison with the elastic energy stored in a strained monolayer. In fact, from our experiments we conclude that the gain in elastic energy from a single layer is smaller than the formation energy of the relaxed intermediate layer. Therefore the initial 2D islands have to reach a certain height (2–3 ML according to Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) in order to accumulate elastic energy. Since upon coalescence the elastic energy of two or more layers is released simultaneously, strain relaxation by the proposed mechanism becomes feasible. We note that a gradual increase of the surface roughness might be the result of a remaining influence of step edge barriers on surface diffusion [32,33].

All in all, our experimental and theoretical results of Fe/MgO(001) lead to a conclusive picture of the strain relief in a bcc-metal film. Coalescence of islands of appropriate height is providing an energetically favorable path for the nucleation of dislocations, whereby the misfit between merging islands is accommodated by screw dislocations. Interestingly, there is a pronounced preference for forming screw dislocations which is in clear contrast to the strain relief in fcc films. The strong barrier for dislocation glide—which is typical for bcc metals—is most likely responsible for the big delay in strain relief of Fe/MgO(001), since only the elastic energy of the uppermost layer(s) is available for the formation of an energy-costly intermediate layer. In fact, strong barriers for dislocation glide might provide a general explanation for the large kinetic barriers to inject dislocations in heteroepitaxial systems.
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